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from fig. 6, it may be observed that for a single lane bridge, maximum transverse bending moment produced by class-a vehicular loading is along the lane. the maximum longitudinal bending moment due to class-a vehicular loading is along the span of bridge. it is observed that the maximum longitudinal bending moment in the bridge is along the span.
that is why for lateral instability analysis of a single lane bridge in which live loading is applied only at the spring line of the bridge, maximum bending moment is along the bridge span. the number of wheels of the vehicle loaded at any point along the span of bridge will depend upon the width of bridge and the rate of vehicle will depend upon width of

bridge. typically, bridges are designed in two modes. there are service bridges (bridge loaded) and main roads bridges (structure loaded). a traffic bridge is assumed to be loaded by traffic load, whereas a railway bridge is loaded by the maximum rail load. here the term loading, will be used to mean live loading. for a structure-loaded bridge, the maximum
yield load is the critical load due to the live loading and is as defined in the following subsection. for a service bridge (a structure-loaded bridge), the maximum load is the service capacity, and is as defined in the subsection. the design of service bridge is to keep the structure below the service capacity and to keep the risk of deformations to an absolute

minimum. for a structure-loaded bridge, the maximum capacity of the bridge is the critical load, whereas for a service bridge, the maximum capacity of the bridge is the service capacity. it may be noted that for a structure-loaded bridge the maximum bending moment is along the span of bridge whereas for a service bridge the maximum bending moment
is along the lane of the bridge.
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the short chapter on the design of bridges of steel and concrete should be supplemented by an introductory chapter on the basic design which
can be preceded by a book such as the present one and provides basic information on each of the major components that form the bridge.

should this basic data not be readily available, a book similar to nizam swaikh's essentials of construction practice or the bridge construction
standards - manufacturers and employees would be very useful. the technique and procedures involved in the construction of reinforced

concrete bridges are covered with a special emphasis on the engineering aspects. problems of reinforced concrete bridge construction are
shown to be more complex than those relating to steel bridges. given this complexity, it is an area that deserves a thorough study. the

simplicity of bridge construction is the main principle of classification. each class of bridges requires only two types of elements, columns and
girders. the number of girder spans is determined by length and the type of load. the types of load can be divided into compressive and shear.
we have used irc 70r wheeled axle loading as a case study. the letter code for bridge codes in india is s-number followed by span, for example
irc 70r code 90 means a 90m span rigid-panel road overbeam bridge that carries a 70r axle load. for a special class of bridge a bridge code is

added to the bridge code such as irc 7r means a 70r axle load with 8% aggregate concrete mixture (acm) traffic loading. although with support
of materials, the cost of construction is very high. for this reason, the structures must have a short span with a small number of spans.
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